E. Powers’s New Book “The Lost Father” Is About Two Impulsive Young People Who Meet, Fall in Love, and Decide They Will Find Happiness Together and Start a Family

Recent release “The Lost Father” from Page Publishing author E. Powers details how the young couple are determined to leave their tranquil childhood home in the South and make a happy life together. Excited by stories of family members who have already left and prospered, the two of them elope and travel to California, only to find, as did so many others, hardship and heartbreak they never could have imagined.

NEW YORK (PRWEB) May 10, 2019 -- E. Powers, a native Californian and former analyst with the California Department of Justice, has completed her new book “The Lost Father”: a heart wrenching story about the turmoil alcoholism creates in families.

According to Powers, "(I) was born in the central part of California in a large agricultural area. At the age of five, (I) came to Northern California with (my) family and spent a somewhat ordinary childhood. After receiving a degree in Administration of Justice, followed by a long career as an analyst in California Department of Justice, (I) now live a quiet life with (my) husband, very near the beautiful area where (we) both spent many hours as children."

Published by New York City-based Page Publishing, E. Powers' emotional tale explores how a young couple, after becoming parents to four daughters and overcoming many trials together, realizes there is one obstacle they can’t overcome: alcoholism.

The four sisters live the reality of life without a father: the financial hardships, the burdens of adult responsibilities at an early age, and the lack of love, instruction, and protection that they feel only their father could have provided. Meredith, the youngest of the four daughters, describes some of the events and heartaches experienced by the sisters, which she has carried deep in her memories.

Readers who wish to experience this touching work can purchase “The Lost Father” at bookstores everywhere, or online at the Apple iTunes store, Amazon, Google Play or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or media inquiries, contact Page Publishing at 866-315-2708.

About Page Publishing:
Page Publishing is a traditional New York based full-service publishing house that handles all of the intricacies involved in publishing its authors’ books, including distribution in the world’s largest retail outlets and royalty generation. Page Publishing knows that authors need to be free to create - not bogged down with complicated business issues like eBook conversion, establishing wholesale accounts, insurance, shipping, taxes and the like. Its roster of authors can leave behind these tedious, complex and time consuming issues, and focus on their passion: writing and creating. Learn more at www.pagepublishing.com.
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